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FOOD STYLING TREND NO. 1:

Real-ly Delicious
How many times have you stopped by the bill-board with a picture of a burger with patties and
cheese oozing out and thought “damn! I want this?” Our hunger pangs kicks in every time we see a
delectable picture of an ice cream or fries. These pictures have the ability to appeal to our
emotions. Big monies are spent by brands to make food absolutely scrumptious. Food
photography will take branding and marketing from average to awesome. Arranging, decorating
and enhancing food aesthetically is a very niche industry done by professional food stylists. Food
styling is not just about decorating food but also making food delicious for the customer. The idea
of food branding is primarily to evoke the customer to buy.
So here, I am going to be presenting to you Top 10 Food Styling Trends of today that can help you
get some perspective on Food styling and food photography.
To start with the first one:
REAL-LY DELICIOUS
Various platforms on social Media bring life to food differently. Pinterest, Instagram, Chefs Table on
Netflix, Master Chef on TV among other platforms have shown hands-down styling and plating of
real food and how it can create that Magic. Styling with fake food is passée.
Delicious has improved with better screen resolutions on ordinary phones, TVs , camera
technology like slow motion cams that give you food shots that will make you drool. Yes, Food
porn really exists in a better avatar. Printing technology and new tech display hoardings are making
food alive and more delicious.
Take for instance Mc Donalds have always has played the reality game, never cheat on size and
look of their products. What you see is what you get.
What creativity you can display with “Real Food” is impeccable and incomparable with the fake
food world.
Take a look at some of my styling work with Real Food.
Watch out for my next article for the 2nd most interesting trend in food styling.
KFC
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STARBUCKS

ICE-CREAM WORKS
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FOOD STYLING TREND NO. 2:

Messy is in
I see most brands are edging to this messy style. The safe brands are using carefully messy to the
more edgy one. Trying organised mess is the general approach predominantly a blogger style.
Almost hanging out of the window but legs stuck deep in the ground!
If i have to give an example on some of the best “Messy” approach ads then Lurpak butter made
slurpy messy food appreciable. Different perspective to how one can shoot butter, created fur-or in
creative director’s heads. Upside down and inside out of food became acceptable and later
appreciable.
Another big example to this is M&S food. Complete OMG! Every ad or promo has to be seen more
than once, then again and again. Give you visual eroticism!

So real food, up and close is in always. Portraying it differently is the key. 2020 is that journey.
Simply stunning is in. Not too dressed, absolutely real, close to life experience and underplaying
the heroism of the product in the image or video. All in all I would say “ Don’t be afraid of a little
mess.”
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NTFSC Food Styling Still Photography work done for Fitness Counts.
Food Stylist: Nitin Tandon

NTFSC Food Styling Still Photography work done for Cadbury 5 Star.
Food Stylist: Swati Desai
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FOOD STYLING TREND NO. 3:

Flat Lays
Top Down shots or flat lays are popular again after the 90’s. More an industrial application when
you shot gears and machine parts, it's back. Fairly popular in the e-Comm world, this style is
trending in the advertising world as well. A simple to use format and easy to layout, most digital
designers use this style to get more picture per shoot day. It’s a style that great for product photos
& when multiple products are to be given equal importance eg. -product range shots. But creativity
holds no bounds. Many food stories are being created on the flat lay format.
Flat lays devoid the products of one entire dimension. Take for example a beverage bottle -One
cannot see the height of a bottle in flat lay. Therefore you see bottles lying down in many images &
that may look strange in a way. This has led to many stylists creating graphic patterns with their
products. Finally this has led to a complete different visual language. See most brands are edging
to this messy style. The safe brands are using carefully messy to more edgy one trying organised
mess that is the general approach. Bloggers style but advertising somewhere. Almost hanging out
of the window but legs stuck deep in the ground!
NTFSC Food Styling Still Photography work done for Goeld Packaging.
Food Stylist: Nitin Tandon
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NTFSC Food Styling Still Photography work done for Viola.
Food Stylist: Bijal Jobanputra
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FOOD STYLING TREND NO. 4:

BOLD MONO CHROME
As spoken earlier the en/re food visual has a new side. From roman/c caressing food visuals one is seeing
hard graphic colors -many colors that would not be associated with food .
Turquoise, fuchsia , aqua greens , blue , blue grays , pinky peach are the colors we see entering the scape. A
few years back pastels were in – today the bold monochromes have emerged. Let’s understand Bold +
Monochrome beFer . Monochromes were usually associated with luxurious fashion few decades back with
Coﬀee & Beige or Pink & peach being very stylish .
I remember either only white or black as monochrome image made huge impact over decades.
Monochrome crept in very slowly (60-80s was all about huge contrast). Contrast has always been associated
with fun and poppy while monochrome got a feel of class and higher society associa/ons.
Pastels were largely feminine to the world un/l the concept of Unisex came in. Fashion industry & beauty
industry has a great inﬂuence on food packaging and presenta/ons on the food table.
Now is the /me for the Pastel to get Male & Bold. Monochrome has been making its way in for a while , but
like the bold and the beau/ful -its BOLD & MONOCHROME!
NTFSC Food Styling Still Photography work done for The Bowl Company (Swiggy).
Food Stylist: Nitin Tandon
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NTFSC Food Styling Still Photography work for Shaze
Food Stylist: Bijal Jobanputra | Photographer: Sharang Patil

NTFSC Food Styling Still Photography work by
Food Stylist: Bijal Jobanputra | Photographer: Sharang Patil
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FOOD STYLING TREND NO. 5:

Dark Photography
The one trend that is likely to stay here for long is Dark Photography. This brings out the sophis/ca/on of the
brand and is especially used to showcase premium range of products.
A few /ps can help you guys with this styling trend:
Firstly make all your props, surfaces & backgrounds dark. Food should be the only bright color in the frame.
Secondly controlled light source is very important. Here playing around with lights is most crucial. Try to make
sure that there is minimal light source and it’s diﬀused so that it spreads evenly on the image.
Thirdly simplicity & minimalis/c approach works the best on dark photography.
NTFSC Food Styling Still Photography work for Bikaji
Food Stylist: Nitin Tandon | Photographer: Mihir Hardikar
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NTFSC Food Styling Still Photography work by
Food Stylist: Bijal Jobanputra | Photographer: Bharat Bhirangi
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